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Take back control of your 
emails and secure your 
business
Email is indispensable for work, which makes it all the more vulnerable to 
attack and abuse. From traditional spam to more devastating ransomware 
attacks, your email must be secured so users can focus on their work, 
rather than worrying about breaches.



OF CYBERATTACKS  
START WITH AN EMAIL

Email has become the attack vector of 

choice for spreading malware, ransomware, 

phishing, spear phishing, and other types 

of email attacks. While spam was a simple 

nuisance, that’s no longer the case: it 

has evolved into a major threat for your 

organization.

Email isn’t just a communication tool:  

it’s a part of your digital identity. Whether it’s ransomware, data theft, or a fraudulent 

money transfer, a single successful attack can have major impacts on your business 

and can seriously harm your company’s reputation.

360° EMAIL PROTECTION
Vade Secure protects your email from all types of threats and attacks. Its filter identifies 
and categorizes all emails, securing your organization and improving operational 
efficiency by removing the daily tide of non-priority messages.

Vade Secure provides 360-degree protection for your email. It defends against spam, 
malware, ransomware, phishing, spear phishing and includes classification capabilities 
for non-priority messages such as advertising, newsletters, and social media (graymail).

91%

23%  
of organizations fell 

victim to a ransomware 
attack in 2017

80%  
of employees fail to 

identify phishing 
emails

76%  
of organizations 
reported being 

victim of a phishing 
attack in 2016

Fake invoices 
are the most popular 

phishing lure

71% 
of all emails sent 
in 2016 included 

malware, phishing, 
CEO fraud and 

spam

Anti-Malware / Ransomware

Anti-Spear Phishing / 
Business Email Compromise (BEC) Anti-Spam

Email Classification

Anti-Phishing



Effectively combats all types of threats:

PREDICTIVE TECHNOLOGIES PROVIDE INSTANT 
PROTECTION
The Vade Secure solution analyzes incoming and outgoing emails and filters out any 
suspicious messages before they land in users’ inboxes. Vade Secure protects against 
all forms of known and unknown threats, including polymorphic and zero-day attacks. 

Multiple Integrated Technologies
The filter provides full protection by using numerous technologies together 
to analyze all of the email’s components, including the header, internal 
contents, links, and attachments.

Predictive Threat Blocking
The Vade Secure filter analyzes billions of emails and technical items each 
day. It uses machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to provide 
immediate predictive protection against all threats, including unknown 
ones, right from the first attack. 

Continuous Protection
The filter is continuously updated in real-time to provide optimal 24/7 
advanced threat protection.

Filters Inbound and Outbound emails
The filter also analyzes all outgoing email messages to protect your 
reputation from spam sent by botnets.

Effective and Reliable
The filter identifies 99.99% of email threats with a false positive rate of less 
than one in 1.6 million.

Manages Your Online Reputation 
Vade Secure manages your email router and preserves your reputation by 
ensuring it follows best email practices.

2.6 million  
URLs checked each 
day during filtering 
and at each user’s 

click

70 million 
attachments  

analyzed

Global Threat 
center 

Dispatched on 5 locations 
around the world. 24/7 

user protection and 
support

295 million+ 
items of malware 

blocked during the 12 
last months

2 billion+ 
email components 

analyzed daily which 
empower

the filter in realtime.

Anti-malware

Blocks all zero-day malware, 
including ransomware.

By analyzing documents for 
malicious code, Vade Secure 

prevents MS Office, PDF, ZIP, and 
other files from installing malware 
and ransomware on workstations.

Anti-spear phishing  
disarms targeted attacks like 

whaling, BEC, CEO fraud. 

Using Identity Match TM: this 
technology prevents ID theft by 

making it impossible for third parties 
to deceive employees using stolen  

domain or alias, or by using a similar 
address.

Anti-mass phishing

Prevents login credential theft
time-of-click link protection: this 

technique is effective against dynamic 
attacks that change URLs after they 

have entered the inbox.

Anti-spam

Makes life easier for users.

Spam control: Vade Secure 
guarantees a quarantine of 

99.99% of spam emails.

Artificial 
intelligence

Future 
behavior 

projection

Behavioral 
analysis

Real-time 
reputation

Machine 
learning

Domain 
name 

exploration

Counter-
measure 
detection

Web page 
exploration



MAKE EMAIL MORE EFFICIENT

Vade Secure classifies non-priority emails and helps users manage them 
on a day-to-day basis using your organization’s unique strategies. It sorts 
your messages into dedicated graymail lists whether they’re advertising, 
newsletters, social network notifications, or spam. Non-priority messages 
and spam are placed in separate folders and can be accessed and 
reviewed at any time.

The Vade Secure solution also offers a safe unsubscribe feature, giving 
users the ability to unsubscribe from junk emails with just one click. 

EASY INTEGRATION AND IMMEDIATE 
PROTECTION

• Available as a cloud or gateway solution

• Compatible with all onsite and hosted email servers, including 

Exchange, Office 365, Zimbra, and G Suite. 

76
Countries

600M
Protected mailboxes

5000 +
Customers

95%
Renewal rate

76
countries

95%
Customer 

renewal rate

600M
protected mailboxes

5000
customers

more than
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PREDICTIVE DEFENSE:
Attacks blocked from  
the very first email

The filter is the result of extensive 
research by Vade Secure and uses 
a heuristic approach that combines 
machine learning and artificial intelligence 
to analyze the behavior of every email 
message. 

The filter automatically updates in real 
time, based on the day-to-day analysis 
of billions of email components. These 
technologies provide predictive protection 
against known and unknown threats, 
including polymorphic malware and zero-

day attacks.

THE MOST ACCURATE 
EMAIL FILTER

Threats blocked from the very first 
email using predictive defenses

Machine learning and AI against 
even the most advanced email 
threats

Protection against all type of 
ransomware regardless of delivery 
method

The most extensive phishing URLs 
database on the market

Identity Match Technology to protect 
against targeted attacks

A leading force in graymail 
management and classification.

24/7 phone, email, and web support 
for all customers

Easy deployment and instalation

Email Efficiency 
Clears non-priority email messages from your inbox, making 
email more effective and enjoyable.
 
Improved Productivity 
Removes non-priority emails to help users focus on the 
messages that matter.
 
One-click Unsubscribe 
Just one click and Vade Secure automatically does the work for 
you. The solution supports all types of unsubscribe variations 
to ensure you only stay subscribed to the emails you really care 
about.

Secure Unsubscribe 
Unsubscribe links are detected only on legitimate non-priority 
email messages to prevent security problems. 
 
Save Resources 
Advertising and newsletters tend to be significantly larger than 
traditional emails. You save resources avoiding storing them.


